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Planning Lessons Learned
• Integrity Management Multipliers vs MAOP
• What to do for taps and laterals
• Workstream Bundling
GTS will be delivering the sec• Early engagement of Conond of a two-part webinar series on
struction Contractor
Hydrostatic Testing of in-situ pipelines. GTS will walk you through Engineering Lessons Learned
• Test Modeling
Hydrostatic testing of in-situ pipe• Asset Knowledge
lines when records are insufficient
• Spike Testing
for MAOP Certification. GTS will
• Drawings/Standardization
share its experience from designing
• Cross Compression
hydrostatic tests for over 1,000 miles
• Leak Contingency Planning
of in-situ pipelines for clients across
the Nation.
Execution Lessons Learned
• Cleaning/Drying/Isolation
Join us for part two to hear
Caps
first-hand the steps and important
• Leak Detection
considerations Operators should
• Pre-test ILI runs
consider when planning to hydroJoin us Thursday, August 30th by
statically test in-situ pipelines. Find
out the essential elements GTS has registering below.
established via the design of over
500 hydrotests, and through Lessons Learned. Below are the topics
that will be covered:

Join us for Part 2 of
our Hydrostatic
Testing of in-situ
Pipelines Webinar

What’s in this issue...
• Hydrostatic Testing of in-situ
Pipelines Webinar p.1
• Hydrostatic Testing of in-situ
Pipelines p.2-3
• GTS on the Road p. 3
• NMGA Pipeline Safety Seminar Participation p.3
• Project Spotlight p.4
• What you need to know about
Asset Knowledge Acquisition
p.5
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MAOP Reconfirmation via Hydrotest
– Considerations for
Success

By Colin Silla, Manager, GTS

Pressure (MAOP) of pipelines, including a clause allowing operators
to continue to operate their pre1970 pipelines at the highest operating pressure experienced during the
five years preceding July 1, 1970 as
MAOP. This method of establishing
MAOP is referred to as the “grandfather” clause. Recent regulatory
changes will eliminate the grandfather clause and tighten requirements on historical records of post
1970 tests. Operators may be on the
hook to test pipelines that have been
in operation (in-situ) for over half
a century. While the principles of
hydrostatically testing a 50 year old
pipeline compared to testing a new
pipeline are essentially the same,
the execution can be vastly different. This article highlights some of
those differences and share lessons
learned by GTS from testing over
1,000 miles of in-situ pipelines primarily to validate MAOP.

For many years, hydrostatic testing of pipelines has been used as a
means to ensure fitness for service
by ruling out manufacturing and
construction related defects. Current code requires hydrostatic tests
for newly installed natural gas transmission pipelines, and is outlined in
Subpart J of 49 CFR Part 192. The
testing requirements were modified from ASME B31.8 by OPS/
DOT and included in federal code
in 1970 as requirements to establish Code Updates:
the Maximum Allowable Operating
PHMSA recently

announced

its intentions to finalize the rule
making for the Pipeline Safety Act
of 2011 in three parts starting in
March of 2019. The Pipeline Safety
Act of 2011, is commonly referred
to as the “Mega Rule” for its widespread changes to natural gas regulations within the federal code. The
bulk of the rulemakings will come in
the first phase, with the second and
third part having less widespread
impacts.
The elimination of the Grandfather Clause is one of the myriad
of changes in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking stemming from
the Mega Rule. A recent publication by the Gas Pipeline Advisory
Committee (GPAC) estimated that
nearly 6,800 miles of pipeline have
an MAOP established via this method. Furthermore, the rulemaking
prescribes stringent guidelines on
acceptable documentation for pipelines installed post 1970 which had a
hydrostatic test performed. If operators cannot defend their documen-
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tation as “Traceable, Verifiable and
Complete” (TVC) they may need
to reconfirm MAOP of those lines
as well. Moving forward, Operators
will need to reconfirm the MAOP on
these older lines via one of six proposed methods: 1) Hydrostatic Test,
2) Pressure Reduction commensurate with a test factor, 3) perform
an engineering critical assessment,
4) pipeline replacement, 5) pressure
reduction on lines <30%, or 6) other approved alternative technology.
The logistics of planning and anticipated challenges can seem daunting.
Method 1:
Even though there are six proposed methods for reconfirmation
of MAOP on pipelines without a
valid hydrostatic test, operators may
easily find themselves with limited
options. For example, in most cases, pipeline replacement will likely
be cost prohibitive...

2018 NMGA Pipeline
Safety Seminar
Participation
GTS will be presenting at the
New Mexico Gas Association, Pipeline Safety Seminar on September
26, 2018 in Ruidoso, NM. The topics that will be discussed are:
•
•

MAOP Validation
Material Verification

In addition, we will address other
challenges that small operators have
regarding these and other activities.
GTS will be hitting the road this sumTarget challenges are:
mer participating in industry confer• Impementation of new reguences across the United States. We
lations
hope to see you at some of the same
• Implementation of a Pipeline
stops along the way!
Safety Management System
Western Regional Gas Conference
• Ensuring acquisition of TVC
• Henderson, NV
records for new installations
• August 28th - 29th
GTS is committed to sharing its
New Mexico Gas Conference
collective experience and expertise
• Ruidoso, NM
with operators. Presentations can
• September 25th - 27th
be delivered at industry events or
AGA Operations Section Fall Com- company specific lunch and learns.
mittee Meetings
Please contact us here if you have an
• Fort Worth, TX
interest on a specific presentation.
• October 21st - 25th

On The Road
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Project Spotlight:
Pipeline Design
GTS provided engineering &
design for 26 miles of new pipeline
installation in two phases over a
two-year period; Phase I (2017) was
approximately 12-miles in length
with one mainline valve station and
one pressure limiting station (PLS).
Phase II (2016) was approximately
14-miles of 30-inch with one mainline valve station. Several construction methods were utilized for construction, including direct bury, six
guided auger bores and 17 horizontal directional drills (HDDs).

several nature conservancies, designated wetland areas, agricultural
areas and areas designated for commercial and residential development.

auger crew all working concurrently, RFI’s were consistently being submitted and evaluated. Engineering
and construction worked closely to
ensure the latest drawing revisions
The engineering design of the incorporating approved changes
pipeline was constantly evolving to were in the field to construct the
address the permit requirements as line and ensure quality control pracland settlement agreement condi- tices were rigorously followed. As a
tions were negotiated. Engineering result of the increased capacity and
design accounted for planned devel- flexibility afforded by the new pipeopments adjacent to the proposed line, the client was able to cancel
route. Phase I is currently located in several planned capacity and uprate
a Class 1 location, but was designed projects.
A project of this magnitude and for Class 3 to account for 35,000
Project Highlights
complexity encounters many engi- homes and several large commercial
• 26 miles of 30”
neering and construction challeng- centers planned to be built in
• Two mainline valve stations
es. The project team had to work the coming years. The design also
• One pressure limiting
through planning, land acquisition, needed to mitigate the potential for
station
engineering, high ground water lev- flooding and address a significant
els, environmental, permitting and volume of ground water to be han• 17 HDDs
construction impacts. Within its 26 dled, treated and discharged.
• CEQA filing
miles, the pipeline route crossed;
• Ministerial & jurisdictional
Communication and document
through three county jurisdictions, control for a project this size is crupermitting support
the Sacramento River, the Yolo cial. With multiple prime contrac• Design included special
Bypass, California State Highway tor spreads, four HDD rigs and one
considerations
70/99, numerous irrigation canals,
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How can we help
you?
GTS provides engineering and
consulting services to utilities and
pipeline operators across the United
States. Below are some of our areas
of Industry leading expertise.

There are 4 methods that may allow you to acquire
the data that you need to fill the gaps. Regardless
of the method, Data Quality is Essential! Find out in
detail what those methods are, how to utilize those
methods, the hierarchy of data acquisition, and asset
knowledge best practices. While all data will eventually reside in the Asset Information System (i.e. GIS),
efficient, effective and user friendly data capture
methods need to be invoked. Find out more by viewing our infographic on Asset Knowledge Acquisition.

•

•
•
•

Rehabilitation and replacement of aging natural gas infrastructure – transmission,
distribution and facilities
MAOP Validation - Pipelines
& Stations
Hydrostatic Testing of in-situ
transmission pipelines
ILI Retrofitting of transmission pipelines and Piggability
Studies

GTS is currently providing
capabilities presentations to operators who are preparing to comply
with the NPRM requirements. Let
us know how we can help you get to
where you need to be. Please contact
us here.
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